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Abstract: - Many scientists are considered that people are recovered from antibodies and immunity strength. The antibodies are
not produced Y shaped protein due to several molecular traffics then coronavirus appears to be Positive. From this phenomenon,
Electrical conductivity and magnetic susceptibility of natural ingredient chemicals are used to produce Y shaped protein to protect
from coronavirus. Antibody and antigen molecular forces are involved weak and non specific of electrostatic forces, hydrophobhic
interactions, etc. The antigen-specific (Ab) or B cell antigen receptor are mainly involved to immune system for cells activities of
molecular force. Both electric and magnetic forces of negatively and positively charged cells are mainly involved to thinning of the
viruses. The integrated of electrically, magnetically and chemical properties of natural ingredient chemicals with their RDA factors
are used to resolve coronavirus. While observing many patients are different categories of diseases along with many diseases and
medicine is required to involve effective structure representations are required immediately. People are recovered through
antibodies to destroy all of the viruses. The antiviral chemicals are not produce proteins from body and are chemicals proteins not
reaching effectively for functionality of cells fast and destroy the virus automatically without side effects and overdose. So, from
this all phenomenon, electrical conductivity and magnetic susceptibility of the natural chemical compounds are easily pass through
the cells and turns the viral shape and destroy that automatically.
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INTRODUCTION
Coronaviruses are normally it appears common cold with a
group of viruses. Some of the coronvirus spread via the
airway and its effects to bronchitis or pneumonia.
Coronaviruses are 26000 to 32000 lengths of large single
stranded genomes of RNA bases. Coronaviruses are occupied
by spherical shape with club-shaped spikes of fatty outer
layer while seeing with microscope.
Coronavirus Types
a) Human Coronavirus Types:
Viruses are the world commonly gets infected human
Coronaviruses 229E, NL63, OC43 and HKU1. The alpha
coronaviruses are 229E, NL63 and beta coronaviruses are
OC43 and HKU1.
b) Other human Coronavirus:
In respiratory syndrome atleast two types of human
coronavirus- Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SERSCOV) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERSCOV). In 2002-03, SARS-COV first evolved from unusual

pneumonia at Guangdong., China which damaged to
respiratory system throughout the large cases. The viruses are
immediately spread across 29 Countries. Initially, more than
8000 people are suffered and 800 people was died. In 2012,
MERS-COV is emerged at saudi Arabia and the people are
suffered with respiratory system and death rate is increased
34% of SARS-COV spread with similar features.
In 2019, SARS and MERS were occurred in China,
Wuhan with respiratory cases. The Coronavirus transmitted
one person to another from animals. The SARS-COV are
occurred from bats to palm and infecting between humans
and MERS-COV infection who was affected people from
dronedary camels in the sources of animal. The lot of cases
arises back to a large seafood and animal market in Wuhan.
The new virus is specified the name as Coronavirus which is
called as Covid-19.
Coronavirus are effected to cause breathing difficulties,
fever, diarrhoea and pneumonia. Other can cause mild
common cold. The Covid-19 spread over from china to other
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countries all over the world. The coronavirus possibility of
transmitted from bats to humans or snakes to human mainly
from China, Wuhan.
Coronavirus of RNA genomic replicate from enzymes
which is called as RNA-dependent polymerases. Covid-19
mutation process is slow and reducing the changing to
become deadly.
Effects of the Coronavirus
Coronaviruses effects breathing problems, cell molecules
convert virus. Then each cell molecules destroyed other cell
molecules. The force of virus attack other cell molecules are
easily spread. While entering to lungs, mucous membrane is
swollen then lung cyst will be affected. Circulation of blood
requires oxygen to promote all functionalities but oxygen
work will be down. For requirement of oxygen, lung cyst is
required and more struggle is required. Lungs are filled up
liquid then breathing is not possible. So, from this problem of
Coronavirus starts with breathing and spreads to other person
by sneezing, coughing, etc. The coronavirus effects to other
also with nose, mouth and eyes through occupy virus from
one person to other. Lung swollen throughout the body
oxygen circulation is not possible and it occurs swelling. The
less oxygen supplement lungs will be affected and it occupies
liquid and pus filled. The active cells of lungs will be
destroyed.
Reason and Solution for Coronavirus
a) Strength of functionality cells
Protein molecules are requires enhancing the strength of
cells to resist any type of viruses. The functionality of cells
increased to avoid lungs safely and their pus. Creating new
cells from pre-existing cells.
b) Sensitivity of Organ
Signals and hormones from the brain alert the body. The
adrenal gland releases stress hormones into the bloodstream.
Cells throughout the body sense that something is happening
via their receptors [14]. The sense of cells (eye, nose, tongue,
skin) is immediately attracting the viruses.
c) Temperature
The temperature will be increasing in human body
automatically when blood cells are effected and viruses are
tackled the functionality of cells. When the temperature
variation of above 370, it causes fever. The oxygen
supplement is essentially required for protecting the cells.
d) Force
The force of antiviral drugs is not much speed than
Coronavirus. So, while entering to body, antiviral drug

molecules are failed to spread antiviral agents.
e) Boundary growing approach
The molecules are not spread through the lungs effectively
throughout the shape of the coronavirus. Molecules are
mainly destroying the outside spike shape like each and every
boundary of the viruses and functional cells are created from
preexisting cells.
f) Thinner of the virus
Viruses are spherical shaped spike structure of the virus
indicates that outside of the layer are protected with spike
based structure for while entering drug molecules. So, Drug
molecules are necessary to convert the thin and small the
virus immediately is required.
g) Attraction and magnetization of molecules
High electric conductivity of conduction electron always
makes a large contribution to the binding energy, from this
energy used to increase the strength of signal. Drug
molecules are attracted to negative to positive charged ions
and repulses to same charges ion.
MOLECULAR FORCE
Chemical compounds are required to force for
functionality with effectively throughout the body or resist
the body depending upon the conditions. Force consists of
electric and magnetic mechanism with converting chemical
to change features of medical activities. Every drug is
depending only electric or magnetic force is applied but not
thinking to move both magnetic and electric forces.
Force of the particle with charge q will be in Electric field
(Electric Force) F = qE
Force of the charged particle in magnetic field
(Magnetic Force) F = qv X B = qvBsinθ
Where ‘θ’ is the angle between the magnetic field and the
particle, B magnetic vector, ‘v’ velocity and ‘q’ is charge.
Lorentz Force
The Lorentz force is the combined force of magnetic and
electric force together on a charged particle.
(Lorentz Force) F=q[E+vBsinθ]
Where ‘q’ is the charged particle, ‘v’ is the velocity, ‘E’ is
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the Electric field, and ‘B’ is the Magnetic field.
These types of electromagnetic chemicals are required in
medicine processing and no side effects while chemical
changes are necessary.
Example of Electrical Conductivity and Magnetic
Susceptibility from ingredients for chemical compounds
collection based on effective electromagnetic properties [9].
SL No
Name of the Electrical
Magnetic
ingredient
Conductivity Susceptibility
(mmhos/cm)
1
Clove
10.05
0.83
2

Mace

4.5

1.074

3

Star Anees

8.2

1.278

4

Cinnamon

2.25

1.185

5

Fennel

14

0.849

6

Nutmeg

5.3

1.538

7

Garlic

3.2

0.54

8

Long Pepper

10

0.615

9

Curry Leaves 5.1

0.78

TABLE I Electrical Conductivity and Magnetic
Susceptibility of Natural compounds from ingredients
Electrical, Magnetic and Chemical Methods
There are 6 reactions are required for
1) Electrolysis method (Reaction 1)
Using electrolysis method of fused mixture of (CaCl2) and
CaF2. The output positively charged ions of Ca and
negatively charged ions of Cl2.
2) Antiviral for thinning viruses (Reaction 2)
Add powdered contents of chemicals sequentially by 5mg
of Calcium peroxide (CaO2), 10mg of Cinnamic acid
(C9H8O2), 5mg Lactic acid (C3H6O3), 10mg of Folic Acid
(C19H19N7O6), 15mg of Allicin (C6H10OS2), 10mg of
Gingerols
(C17H26O4),
10mg
of
Oleanolic
Acid(C30H48O3), 10mg of Myristicin(C11H12O3) and then
apply 10ml of Eugenol (C10H12O2). Later dry for 2 minutes

3) Spread more antiviral effects (Reaction 3)
Add powdered contents of chemicals 15mg of 9octadecenoic
acid
(C18H34O2),
5mg
of
Piperine(C17H19NO3), 15mg of Quercetin(C15H10O7),
5mg of Undecanoicacid (C11H22O2), 5mg of Curcumin
(C21H20O6), 10mg of Girinimbine(C18H17NO) and then
apply 10ml of Cineole(C10H18O) later mixed with 20mg of
Phyllunthus emblica powder.
Reaction 2 is added Reaction 1 of positively charged
solution.
Reaction 3 is added Reaction 1 of negatively charged
solution.
Finally integrated to all the chemicals to make a tablet or
injection.
Most of the compounds are natural ingredient chemicals
(electrical conductivity and magnetic susceptibility) and
easily support for any antiviral medicine to make fast and
safely remove viruses.
Biological activities
A small amount of Calcium peroxide makes oxygenation
of water bodies. Calcium peroxide is a solid chemical used as
a source of oxygen or hydrogen peroxide. When treated or
dissolved in acids, calcium peroxide forms hydrogen
peroxide. [16]
Decomposition
Temperature
Bulk Density

> 527ºF (275ºC)

Flash Point

Non- flammable

Solubility in Water

1.65 g/L @ 68ºF (20ºC)

pH

11.7 (1% aqueous suspension)

28 – 34 lbs./ft3 (450-550 kg/m3)

Calcium peroxide reacts with 9-octadecenoic acid [10]
through reaction 6 and it produces oxygenation of water
bodies of protein molecules (inhibitor) from 9-octadecenoic
acid and converts into inhibitor and without this procedure 9octadecenoic is not inhibitor with oxygenation. Decompose
chemical of calcium peroxide is removed from electrolysis
method. A protein synthesis inhibitor is a substance that stops
or slows the growth or proliferation of cells by disrupting the
processes that lead directly to the generation of new protein
[17].
Folic acid helps your body produce and maintain new
cells, and also helps prevent changes to DNA that may lead
to cancer. As a medication, folic acid is used to treat folic
acid deficiency and certain types of anemia (lack of red blood
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cells) caused by folic acid deficiency [19].
Electrical conductivity of Cinnamic acid, Lactic acid
(alcoholic), Allicin, Gingerols, Oleanolic Acid, Myristicin
are mainly involved to effects the Temperature and electrical
properties [9].
Eugenol is to protect long time to stay electrical properties
during chemical reactions.
Magnetic Susceptibility [9] of Piperine, Quercetin,
Undecanoic acid, Curcumin, Girinimbine are mainly
involved to spread molecules are attracted to negative to
positive charged ions and repulses to same charges ion.
Cineole is to protect long time to stay magnetic properties
during chemical reaction.
Phyllunthus emblica powder is to increase the immunity of
9-octadecenoic acid while integrate of electric and magnetic
properties. So, from this the force of the molecules involved
electromagnetic properties.
PROBABILISTIC RESULTS
Using electrolysis method, electrical conductivity of the
protein molecules to stay for long times to prevent functional
cells. Two types of reactions are electrical conductivity of the
reaction is easily thinner the virus shape and another spread
the reaction to immediately by magnetic susceptibility
method to molecules movement to correct path and force.
Electromagnetic forces are effective than virus force and it’s
safely remove the viruses effectively and efficiently.
CONCLUSION
Please note formulating tablet or injection is essential
follows the rules of the FDA for several clinical trials are
required. My assumption is small amount of natural
compounds do not have side effects. Deliveries of large
viruses of corona viruses to pass into the cells are crucial step
to avoid using method of medicinal chemistry. Natural
ingredients with magnetic, electric and chemical properties
are required to removal corona virus with mining of clinical
properties of mathematical observations. The preparation of
tablet or injection is required to follow the FDA rules.
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